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The most universally connected 
network
The average primary care physician coordinates care with 
229 other physicians working in 117 practices1. To effectively 
coordinate care across diverse healthcare ecosystems, 
providers need the ability to seamlessly exchange patient 
records with critical care partners – regardless of the EMR in 
use. With 100,000+ providers on the athenahealth network 
and connections to thousands of care sites via CommonWell 
and Carequality, our providers have access to the most 
universally connected network in healthcare. Through 
CommonWell, we are able to connect athenahealth providers 
with care sites on Cerner, eClinicalWorks, McKesson, and 
more. And through our participation in Carequality, we can 
directly integrate athenahealth providers with Epic providers. 
In addition, our network will continue to grow over time as 
new sites are activated on CommonWell and Carequality 
and as athena adds new sites to its network.

Less effort and work
We build and maintain the connections to CommonWell and 
Carequality, so your IT teams don’t have to. And with our 
cloud based platform, we can quickly activate our client sites 
on CommonWell and Carequality, giving them access to our 
network of care sites. In addition, we are constantly improving 
our solution to keep up with new means of sharing data and 
new government regulations. As a network-enabled service, 
we can build enhancements into our system and quickly roll 
out these changes to our entire client base.

Focused on your experience
We are focused not only on helping you access patient charts 
from outside care sites, but also on ensuring you can easily 
find and use the records in the moment of care. As soon  
as you open the patient chart, athenanet automatically 
searches care sites across the network for your patient’s 
records and surfaces them directly in the chart – so you can 
spend less time on your computer and more time with your 
patient. We label the documents with key information such 
as provider name and document type, making it easy to 
quickly identify the records you are interested in reviewing. 
We also include notes from the previous physicians in the 
encounter summary records, giving you access to the most 
comprehensive view of your patient’s care.

Connect across the continuum of care.

Patient Record Sharing helps providers exchange patient records with outside care 
sites and use those records to positively impact care. Built into athenaClinicals, 
Patient Record Sharing automatically searches the extensive network of care sites 
on CommonWell and Carequality, locates your patient's records, and surfaces those 
records directly in athenaNet so you have all the information you need in the 
moment of care.
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By the end of 2017, we’ll be connected to:

100% 
of eligible Epic sites  

via Carequality 

45%
of eligible Cerner sites  

via CommonWell

Highest rated for sharing with
different EHRs in 2016 and 2017 KLAS
Interoperability Reports2


